
Business Profile

Generali Holding Vienna AG operates in

seven countries throughout Central and

Eastern Europe, home to more than 100

million people and a region extending from

the Alps to the Black Sea and from the

Baltic to the Adriatic. Generali Holding

Vienna is comprised of 40 companies, con-

sisting mostly of insurance companies, as

well as property management, holding,

finance, investment management and serv-

ice companies, lease finance firms, pension

funds and a bank.

Industry: Manufacturing

Region: Automotive Insurance Processing

Challenges
4Reduce manual interaction of employees

when processing insurance requests

4Build end-to-end automated system for
contract processing

4Reduce number of current interfaces and
integrate all systems into one cohesive
unit

4Retain scalability and agility without
compromising quality

Benefits
4Reduced customer service costs by

automating system and removing manual
processes

4Achieved dramatic time savings by
enabling instant customer request ful-
fillment

4Implemented flexible processing request
system to scale with customer base

4Eliminated errors found in paper-based
processing with electronic data processing 

“BusinessWare® has dramatically increased our efficiency for processing car

insurance requests. After implementing Vitria’s® comprehensive business

process integration platform, we noticed a marked improvement in the way our

customer requests are managed, and ultimately, in our overall cost savings.”

4 Manfred Polczer, Team Leader, Enterprise Application Integration &

Deployment, Generali Austria

The Challenge: Avoid Manual Interaction and
Disconnected Customer Data

The insurance industry is highly competitive. Without the best business

processes in place, it becomes easy to fall behind and even harder to survive.

In order to retain market share and a loyal customer base, business processes

need to be efficient, less costly and more effective. 

Generali Austria has over 2,500 customer service representatives that handle

all customer interactions regarding car insurance. Interactions with customers

involve answering questions, educating them on insurance options and gath-

ering and entering data into the main system. Finding the appropriate car

insurance policy for each individual insurant and processing all the necessary

paperwork manually takes a great deal of time. Prior to implementation, the

Generali Austria representatives gathered the details of the insurant, matched

it up to the insurant’s vehicle and manually entered the data into a central reg-

istration database. If the match was approved, all data was transferred into

the system for the insurance holder. Communications between the front-end

applications needed to create a new insurance contract, and the back-office

host applications were based on complex data transformation methods.

Because it was necessary to manually check and complete all data the approval

process alone took weeks, creating a lag in expediting a customer’s request.  

Generali Austria Reduces Insurance Processing

Time By 50% Using Vitria®
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It was clear that Generali Austria needed a solution that

would make insurance request processing run more

efficiently and be less time consuming. Specifically, there

were three areas identified for improvement: 

4Reduce the overall pass-through time (from insurance 

request form to final contract) 

4Replace paper-based insurance request forms with 

electronic data processing 

4Ensure completeness and quality of received data

The Project

Generali Austria needed to remove manual interaction

wherever possible by standardizing car insurance proce-

dures. BusinessWare was implemented to create an

automated system that seamlessly integrated into the

current network without disrupting the infrastructure.

With a complete and thorough implementation complet-

ed, all business processes at Generali Austria are now

managed and monitored using BusinessWare. In addi-

tion, the implementation of a “Rules Engine” helped to

automatically check whether the data submitted was log-

ical or not.  

Depending on the feedback from the back-office systems

(‘OK’ or ‘Error’ message), BusinessWare triggers the serv-

ices needed to process every single insurance request.

The new system is now able to run a list of systematic

checks, e.g., comparing the data of a car liability insur-

ance request with the car registration. The results from

this data check are transferred from the notebook of the

insurance employee back to the insurance company.

Assuming that everything is approved and in order, the

contract is now automatically processed. If not, the con-

tract is put on hold. All contracts on hold are displayed

in a separate list that shows what data is missing or has

an obvious error. This method of “single-level process-

ing” has resulted in a significant decrease of processing

time.

“Using BusinessWare, we now have a solution that

allows electronic transmission of the data and avoids

unnecessary manual interaction. This implementation

alone has increased our car insurance processing by

50 percent.” 

4 Manfred Polczer, Team Leader, Enterprise

Application Integration & Deployment at

Generali Austria.

In the past, any kind of data transfer between a

Generali insurance service consultant and the back-office

systems of the insurance company (contracting system,

customer database system, claims management system,

accounting, etc.) was made through several customized

interfaces. This meant manual manipulation of data

entry each step of the way. “This kind of sequential 

processing would be appropriate if only a smaller number

of back-office systems were involved” explains Polczer.

“But in today’s world of heterogeneous IT architectures

and an increasing number of systems and applications,

it is impossible to remain competitive with that kind of

manual data entry system in place.” The fact that a

Generali insurance service consultant can now collect

the details directly at the customer site and transfer the

data electronically to Generali has already demonstrated

a substantial return on investment in the form of time

savings.
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Benefits: Unique Integration Layer
Speeds Up Business Processes

“BusinessWare is now used as the only integration layer,

significantly reducing the complexity of interfacing

between front-end and back-office systems,” Polczer

comments. “The new solution provides a clear cost

reduction for processing insurance forms. Less manual

interaction from the insurance personnel results in a

generally lower cost structure. Also with the new system,

the paper-based triggering of insurance request forms

becomes obsolete and even the risk management

involved with insurance against material damage can

be partly automated.” 

A before-and-after BusinessWare comparison truly

demonstrates the business process optimization realized.

After introducing BusinessWare as the broker for data

collection and transfer to the host systems, it now only

takes a maximum of two days as opposed to a week

until the insurant will hold his new contract in hand.

The entire project went live within a year’s time. The

project teams included management teams that were

responsible for delivering the product and business rules,

as well as IT developers. With 2,500 customer service

employees in the subsidiaries and approximately 500

employees in the insurance departments currently using

BusinessWare on a MS Windows platform, Generali

Austria expects substantial ROI within 12-15 months.

Why Vitria

Prior to the BusinessWare implementation, the integra-

tion between front and back-end office systems, known

as the Unique Data Interface, was created by an IT out-

sourcer for Generali Austria. When Generali was debat-

ing whether to further develop the proprietary integra-

tion system or purchase integration functionality from a

third party vendor, they simply had to look within the

larger Generali organization for guidance. The compa-

ny’s corporate group, Generali Group (Assicurazioni

Generali S.p.A.) based in Trieste, Italy, had previously

implemented Vitria for integrating a series of business

applications including CRM, the mail and Short Message

Services (SMS) systems, various call centers, insurance

and banking applications. Because Generali Austria

wanted to reap the same benefits and realize the same

successes as its corporate colleague, Generali Austria

decided to also purchase BusinessWare, confident that

implementation would meet all of its objectives and set

a new precedent in insurance claim processing.
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